
KEY FEATURES 
TO LOOK FOR IN A 
COFFEE SOLUTION
2020 Edition
Order Management - POS -  Loyalty - KDS - Online - Menu

Technology has improved.  Whether you are one store or 
hundreds, upgrading your store’s Order Management 
Solution — which spans from Order taking with Line 
Busting and Loyalty to Online Ordering and Barista 
Management (“KDS”) and sticker printers — powerful new 
technology designed specifically for the coffee vertical can 
take your business to the next level.  

So, what ARE the key features available now, and what do 
you need to grow faster in 2020? 

This guide will walk you through the must-have features so 
you can learn  and grow.
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Welcome to this guide  

There are many POS vendors at a variety 
of price points--even free--but only few 
solutions have specialized to the exact 
needs of coffee.

General purpose or simple “POS” 
solutions may promise coffee 
applicability, but the truth is they cost you 
extra time to process orders, so your 
throughput and daily sales are lower than 
it can be, and they lack key features and 
capabilities that can really drive your 
coffee business forward. 

In  2020 how do you find the right Coffee 
solution with the key capabilities to make 
the experience fast, accurate and fun for 
your guests and staff?

The best approach to reduce stress and 
help you with your search is to know 
exactly what the “must-have” features are, 
and why they matter for your coffee 
business. 

This guide will help you know what you 
need to help your business succeed 
during 2020 and beyond.

Faster service increases sales

Consider line busting technology 
for maximum speed and sales 

KEY FEATURES:

1. Contactless Order & Pay

2. Accelerated Drive Thru

3. True Omni Channel

4. BYOD POS

5. Know all your guests

6. A.I. Marketing for guaranteed sales 

7. High Speed ordering

8. Kitchen Management System

9. Coffee Reporting & Analytics

10. Integrated upsell

11. Be ready for the future
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FEATURE 1:
CONTACTLESS COFFEE ORDER & PAY

Contactless Coffee MUST-HAVES

● Look for a solution that is contactless 
across all channels (in store, drive thru, 
online)

● Instant order from in-store to the KDS

● Ensure neither staff nor guests need to 
touch a credit card or shared payment 
terminal again

● Let customers optionally order and pay 
on their own device 

● Customer can tip from their device

● Must work on virtually all smartphones

In today’s world, reducing unnecessary contact is critical.  Since terminals 
can spread germs, the CDC outlines that restaurants should move away from 
shared payment terminals and even to NO hardware shared between 
customer and guest.  This means Zero Contact Order and Pay

Contactless Coffee NICE-TO-HAVES

● Accept Apple Pay and Google Pay

● Customers are able to split the bill

● Customers can give feedback

● Searchable ordering menu

● Integrated loyalty with favorites and 
order history for fast re-order

Instant contactless pay with tipping

Let customers order and re-order 
on prem or off prem 
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FEATURE 2:
ACCELERATE DRIVE THRU BY 30+ SECONDS

How contactless is faster and safer

Text a Zero Contact pay link to 
customer

Paid before reaching 
window

Customer pays and tips 
while waiting in line

How contactless is safer and faster at your drive thru

Pay in line cuts line by 30+ seconds per car
And, at-window contactless payment is faster and cleaner than dipping a card
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FEATURE 3:
TRUE OMNI CHANNEL (IN-STORE + ONLINE)
Counter, LineBusting, Drive Thru, Pickup & Online Ordering

Omni Channel MUST-HAVES

● Real-time order updates on all devices

● Easy to manage via cloud

● Always up and running

● Easy to scale

● Customer recognition 

Omni Channel NICE-TO-HAVES

● 4G Failover

● Integrated loyalty

● Integrated gift card

● Different menus per channel

Counter POS with fast ordering ..

Line Buster to increase speed 
at drive thru or waiting line

Integrated Loyalty and CRM
Re-order favorites with a single tap

Like your location offers multiple ways 
for ordering the coffee, an ordering 
solution should also be made 
specifically for each channel. E.g. a line 
buster should be able to fast enter car 
type and color, where as the pick up 
channel should focus on the customers 
mobile number.
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FEATURE 4:
BYOD POS
Make any iPad, Barista Phone, or 
Android a free register 

Let staff order with their own devices 
(BYOD) so they don’t have to tap a 
shared terminal. Any device with a 
modern browser is your friend. This is 
especially convenient for Line Busting, 
Table Side ordering or any time you need 
additional registers to handle lines. Since 
payment is Zero Contact, there’s no need 
for any dongles. 

BYOD POS MUST-HAVES

● Works on most smartphones and tablets 
(Android/Apple/Windows)

● No extra register fees

● No additional payment hardware (no 
dongles or terminals)

● Useable for line busting or tableside 
ordering

● Works on any screen size

BYOD POS NICE-TO-HAVES

● Useable as waitlist management

● Runs on Laptops and PC’s

● Employee Login via SMS

Any staff device can turn into a register

Guests receive SMS with link to tip and 

pay. No dongles or terminals needed
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Existing stamp card program have 50% Participation rate. SBUX in-house digital 
version only has about 40% adoption rate. But to really move the needle and get 
better data to then turn on the best local marketing initiatives, the participation 
rate needs to be more than 70%. 

FEATURE 5:
KNOW ALL YOUR GUESTS
Digital Loyalty Adoption over 80%+

Know all your guests MUST-HAVES

● At least 70% adoption rate

● Fast reorder of favorites

● Sign up with Mobile number, or Loyalty 
Card, Mobile App, or Credit Card  

● Sign up in 20 seconds or less

● Know preferences and habits 

Know all your guests NICE-TO-HAVES

● Cashiers should be able to assign a 
loyalty member to a check at any time:  
before, during or after a transaction.

● Cashier engagement needs to be 
enhanced with clear, fun and 
meaningful prompts

● Measure net-new visits/sales

● Issuing and redemption of 
rewards/offers need to be targeted and 
flexible 

These interactions are happening today, with ZeroContact
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FEATURE 6:
A.I. MARKETING FOR GUARANTEED SALES

A.I. Marketing MUST-HAVES

● Target customers not likely to visit

● Increase visits from every group 

● Predict the success of offers

● Display ROI: Net $ generated

● Don’t stress out customers by sending 
too many offers

● Generate $guaranteed new sales

We’ve done the math. Out of the 
hundreds of unique campaigns and 
marketing offers a brand will attempt 
every year, only a few move the needle.

True A.I. Marketing can predict the 
success of offers, and can therefore 
guarantee sales. You set a budget of 
how many additional sales you want to 
generate and A.I. engines can produce 
net-new sales from customers who 
would otherwise not visit.
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FEATURE 7:
HIGH SPEED ORDERING FOR COFFEE
We’ve all been there: a guest orders a Hot Latte, Medium, with Caramel Drizzle, 
Hazelnut pump and half-and-half milk.  As the cashier is ringing it in, the guest 
says, “No wait, make it an Iced Latte”. With most POS systems, the drink has to be 
cancelled and re-entered, because the options and pricing are be different for Hot, 
Iced or Blended, and dependant options are clunky.

“Transform Item” is a new feature that saves time every day by allowing staff to 
transform that Hot Latte into an Iced Latte with one tap. All the shared options 
carry over, while the price and size choices are updated.  

High-Speed Ordering MUST-HAVES

● Support hundreds of modifiers 
effortlessly including prep details like 
temp and finish options

● “+ 1” Reorder a second copy of a drink, 
and still make edits. “I’ll have the same, 
but vanilla instead of hazelnut” 

● Search across item name , description 
and options

● Fast reorder for loyalty members

High-Speed Ordering NICE-TO-HAVES

● Retain order of options across drinks 
for “muscle memory” entry

● Expandable option choices for better 
overview

● “Required options” in red

● Pricing displayed for option choices

Transform a Blended Latte... ...into an Iced Latte with one tap
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Barista Management System MUST-HAVES

● KDS that displays orders in real time as 
they come in for fastest response

● Color coded size by drink type for faster 
prep

● Edits to order highlighted in yellow so 
barista sees exact changes

● “Claim, Make, Done” on each item so 
multiple teams can work on one order 
together for fastest throughput

Barista Management System NICE-TO-HAVES

● Sticker printers to print customer name on 
drink plus item groupings  (“Item 2 of 4”)

● One-tap “Make instructions” for new 
employees

● Choose which items display; Don’t clutter 
KDS with Muffin orders

Baristas just tap on an item on the 
KDS to see your make instructions

KDS is essential for making it easy for 
baristas to perform FAST and ACCURATELY 

FEATURE 8:
BARISTA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
KDS, Optimized for Coffee & Fast Throughput
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FEATURE 9:
COFFEE REPORTING & ANALYTICS

Coffee Reporting MUST-HAVES

● Sales: Day of Week, Time of Day, which 
Channel, with drill down 

● Guest counts with known, vs. new 

● Time of service (order and prep times) 
and feedback reporting

Coffee Reporting NICE-TO-HAVES

● Web view, Mobile, view, and 
downloadable Excel format

● Items per employee per hour shows 
ways to decrease labor costs

● Detailed service times shows how 
staffing impacts store performance and 
sales

Key metrics like “Items made per 
employee hour” and “Orders per 

employee hour” let you visualize how 
quickly your staff can operate, and help 

you adjust staffing levels by daypart.
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FEATURE 10:
INTEGRATED UPSELL

Staff aren’t perfect - sometimes they are only taking orders instead of selling and 
that’s when you lose money. Automated upselling can add thousands to your 
bottom line. When customers orders a small, ask about a medium. When they 
order a medium blended latte, suggest a large and offer a discount 

Increase profitability every day

Integrated Upsell MUST-HAVES

● Define the item or category and size to 
launch upsell trigger

● Suggest upsell item with custom text 
displayed to cashier and different text 
for online store

● Optionally offer discounts at the time of 
upsell

● Track usage and take rate

● Define unique rules for online and 
in-store screens

Upsells can be prompts or include 
a special upsell discount 

Define upsell rules and the text for 
baristas to say (or display online) 

in each circumstance
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FEATURE 11:
BE READY FOR THE FUTURE

You might not need to operate your 
own dispatch & delivery today, but it’s 
nice to know you can.

When you choose Zero Contact Order 
Management you can test assured 
that you are at the state of the art and 
protecting your interests in the future. 

Be ready for the future MUST-HAVES

● Door Dash Integration, Drive and 
Marketplace

● Contact Tracing 

● Allergy information on Guest profile

Be ready for the future NICE-TO-HAVES

● In house delivery with mapping and 
routing

● Order Ready Notification

● Detailed service times shows how 
staffing impacts store performance and 
sales

Advanced capabilities, such as In-house 
dispatch and delivery should be available 
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ZeroContact for Coffee: Watch the Video

Learn more! 
https://www.zerocontact.com/coffee

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PU1xmNLzBSY

